2007 JAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
7th – 25th July 2007 (22 days) in Japan
“Challenges for the future”

Overview of the Program:
Humanity faces unprecedented challenges of towering magnitude both globally and regionally in every imaginable field. In the past, humanity overcame such problems through cooperation, innovation, and adaptation. The theme of the year is to continue this tradition of co-existence. The 2007 JAL Scholarship Program will look into what is in store for the world and spark discussions among the scholars, while exploring ways to get each participant to work together to meet these challenges.

Program Content:
1. Lectures for Globally Minded Citizens
2. Field Trip
3. Student Sessions
4. Asia Forum
5. Homestays

Eligibility:
1. Must be a Singapore Citizen and should be either an undergraduate or a postgraduate from NUS/NTU/SMU. Those who do not hold a Singapore citizenship should apply for the program through the JAL branch office at their country of origin.
2. Must have an interest in social contribution and environmental issues
3. Must have a keen interest in Japan
4. Must be of good health, cheerful, and be able to get along well with people of many different cultural backgrounds
5. Must have a strong command of English (If the applicant has taken TOEIC or TOFEL examinations, please provide the results transcript.)
6. Must be able to attend the program in its entirety

Application:
1. Application form is available for downloading at the following URL: http://courseware.nus.edu.sg/e-raion/. (Please apply ONLY if you are able to attend the program in its entirety from 7th to 25th July 2007).
2. Please write an essay in English (up to 800 words in length) on any one issue that concerns you and which has implications for the future for either your locality or the global community. The essay should include an overview of the issue, including the cause(s) and effect(s) on humanity and society in the future, and possible solutions or resolutions.
3. The essay should be typed on A4 size white paper. (Handwritten submission will not be accepted.)
4. Please send the completed application form and the essay by post to the Japan Airlines International Co., Ltd. latest by Friday, 9th March 2007.

Provisions:
1. The following costs will be subsidized by the JAL Foundation and Japan Airlines: 1) economy class return airfare on JAL services from Tokyo, 2) travel insurance during the period of the event, 3) accommodation fee in Japan during the period of the event, and 4) transportation fee in Japan during the period of the event.
2. Selected students are required to 1) observe the rules and regulations related to the program, 2) participate in the program in its entirety, 3) board on the assigned date, on the assigned flight and route for traveling to and back from Japan, 4) submit the assigned report by the deadline, and 5) participate in any activities that the program coordinators request.

For further details, please visit the following website: http://www.jal-foundation.or.jp/html/scholarship/escholarship0.htm. Several copies of the brochure and the report of last year’s program are also available for browsing at the General Office of the Centre for Language Studies (AS4/02-05).

All inquiries should be addressed to org.sinssg.jali@jal.com via email including your own name and the name of your institution.